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Abstract

We analyze group key distribution protocols for broadcast and multicast scenarios that make blackbox
use of symmetric encryption and a pseudorandom generator (PRG) in deriving the group center’s
messages. We first show that for a large class of such protocols, in which each transmitted ciphertext
is of the form EK1(K2) (E being the encryption operation; K1, K2 being random or pseudorandom
keys), security in the presence of a single malicious receiver is equivalent to that in the presence of
collusions of corrupt receivers. On the flip side, we find that for protocols that nest the encrytion
function (use ciphertexts created by enciphering ciphertexts themselves), such an equivalence fails to
hold: there exist protocols that use nested encryption, are secure against single miscreants but are
insecure against collusions.

Our equivalence and separation results are first proven in a symbolic, Dolev-Yao style adver-
sarial model and subsequently translated into the computational model using a general theorem that
establishes soundness of the symbolic security notions. Both equivalence and separation are shown
to hold in the computational world under mild syntactic conditions (like the absence of encryption
cycles).

We apply our results to the security analysis of eleven existing key distribution protocols. As
part of our analysis, we uncover security weaknesses in seven of these protocols, and provide simple
fixes that result in provably secure protocols.
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1 Introduction

Private communication in dynamic groups is a cryptographic task of significant practical import. The
problem, in a nutshell, is to enable an information provider to broadcast data to a large, dynamic set of
“priveleged” receivers, while ensuring that at every instant, receivers outside this set are unable to procure
the data. Two different models have been used in the literature to study this problem—one, known
as broadcast encryption [FN93], assumes that all receivers are stateless and so, individual broadcasts
are decipherable independently of other transmissions; and the other, usually referred to as multicast
encryption or multicast key distribution [WGL00], allows receivers to maintain state and, thus, decrypt
the current data based on all past transmissions. Applications (of both models) have a wide spectrum,
ranging from secure pay-per-view services over the Internet to protection mechanisms for digital media.

From a security perspective, privacy over broadcast channels raises new and challenging issues, not
easily addressable using techniques for conventional point-to-point privacy. The multi-receiver setting
opens up a new avenue for attacks—numerous malicious receivers can now potentially collude with each
other and combine their secret information to decrypt the transmissions of the sender (even when they
are not part of the priveleged set). Furthermore, miscreants can exploit past transmissions of the sender
to recover current classified information (or, possibly, use future transmissions to do so later on). Proving
security of protocols in the presence of such adversarial behavior is a difficult (and cumbersome) task,
and so, protocol designers tend to rely more on intuition, rather than mathematical rigor, in making
security arguments. Protocols are typically analyzed using a symbolic model of computation, one in
which malicious behaviour is specified using fixed symbolic rules, often referred to as the Dolev-Yao
rules [DY83]. While the Dolev-Yao model enables simple and tractable security proofs, the question
of whether such proofs imply security in the face of arbitrary computational attacks, is quite often left
unresolved. In a few cases, the very goal in protocol design precludes security against collusions—for
the sake of efficiency, protocols are consciously designed to be secure only in the presence of single (or
constantly many) malicious receivers.

The general tendency to ignore and “shortcut” security analysis of protocols has the consequence that
a bulk of multicast and broadcast encryption protocols exist in the literature without any meaningful
proofs for (or against) their security claims—out of thirteen (symmetric-key) protocols that we surveyed
from the literature, we found only three to have been correctly proven secure using strong computational
definitions of security (one was claimed, though not proven, to be secure). For most of the remaining
protocols, the security proofs provided, if any, involved only informal, Dolev-Yao style security arguments.
Some protocols were not even accompanied with any security argument.

Our Contribution. In this paper, we concern ourselves with the provable security of broadcast and
multicast encryption protocols that make use of symmetric-key cryptography. Instead of studying broad-
cast/multicast “encryption” directly, we focus on the related problem of group key distribution (GKD),
where the goal is to enable the sender to establish a shared secret key among a group of priveleged re-
ceivers on a broadcast channel (while keeping it secret from the rest of the receivers). A secure protocol
for this task, coupled with a secure symmetric-key encryption scheme, naturally yields a solution to the
group privacy problem1.

We analyze GKD protocols that make blackbox use of a symmetric-key encryption scheme and a
pseudorandom generator (PRG), in generating the center’s messages, invoking both these primitives in
an arbitrary, intermingled fashion. (as described by grammar 1 of Sect. 2). Our first finding is an
equivalence relation between two security notions for these protocols—we show that for a large class
of such protocols, in which encryption is not nested (that is, each ciphertext is of the form EK1

(K2))
security against multiple corrupt receivers is equivalent to security against a single corrupt receiver.
This equivalence holds both in the symbolic (Dolev-Yao) model (that is, symbolic security against single
corruptions implies symbolic security against multiple corruptions), and, subject to some mild syntactic
conditions (e.g., absence of encryption cycles), also in the computational model. The equivalence in the
computational setting is, in fact, of a very strong flavor: if one can prove a protocol (within the said
class) computationally secure against single corruptions for some implementation of the cryptographic
primitives, then it is collusion-resistant for every implementation of the primitives satisfying standard

1Indeed, all broadcast/multicast encryption protocols we know of involve group key distribution.
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security properties (semantic security against chosen plaintext attacks for the former and computational
indistinguishability for the latter).

We exemplify the significance of this equivalence result by applying it to the security analysis of various
existing protocols. (See Table 1 in Sect. 4.) Most protocols (11 out of 13) surveyed by us don’t make
use of nested encryption and, as such, a proof of security against single corruptions for such protocols
automatically implies collusion-resistance. As a part of our analysis, we uncover security weaknesses in
7 of the surveyed protocols, and provide simple fixes that result in protocols that are provably secure
against arbitrary (polynomial-time) computational attacks.

Our techniques to prove this equivalence result don’t generalize to capture protocols that use nested
encryption (that is, transmit ciphertexts created by iterative encryption of a key using multiple other
keys), and, in fact, they cannot do so. We demonstrate this by constructing a protocol that uses nesting
(in fact, at most two iterations of E per ciphertext suffice), is secure against single corruptions but is
totally broken by malicious coalitions (of size as small as two). As with the equivalence result, our
separation holds both in the symbolic and computational models of security.

Protocols like the one used in our separation result have already been known to exist [CEK+99,
FJA02]. (We remark that both these protocols require stateful receivers while ours does not.) Such pro-
tocols have a significant advantage over collusion-resistant protocols in terms of communication efficiency
(constant versus logarithmic) and, in fact, they beat known lower bounds on the communication cost of
GKD protocols [MP04]. Our results provide a precise explanation for this anomaly: although the bound
of [MP04] applies to nested-encryption protocols, it holds only when collusion-resistance is satisfied.

We view this separation as an evidence of the power of nested encryption in protocol design. It is a
well-acknowledged fact that nested encryption can provide better security benefits than single encryption
in many scenarios [MH81]; the current scenario illustrates how it can even help achieve better efficiency
than single encryption (though using a weaker security notion). In fact, from our equivalence theorem
(and the result of [MP04]), it follows that the efficiency of [CEK+99, FJA02] is unachievable using single
encryption alone; it is precisely the use of nesting (and relaxation of the security requirements) that
provide the efficiency gain.
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Figure 1: Our results are proved first in the Dolev-Yao model (the solid arrow show implication, crossed-out
one shows separation) and then interpreted in the computational model by proving soundness of the Dolev-Yao
definitions (Thm. 3.3).

Our Approach. Our equivalence and separation results for GKD protocols are obtained using a modular
two-stage approach. We first prove the results in the Dolev-Yao model (Sect. 2), treating encryption and
PRGs as abstract operators with perfect security properties. All proofs in this world are quite simple
and intuitive, owing to the symbolic treatment of the primitives. As a second step (Sect. 3), we translate
these results into the standard framework of computational cryptography by proving that our symbolic
security notions are sound in a strong computational sense (provided some syntactic restrictions are
obeyed by the protocol). This is achieved via an extension of a computational soundness theorem proven
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by us in [MP05]. Our extension incorporates the use of PRGs that can be applied in an arbitrary,
nested manner (with polynomially-many nestings per seed) and greatly increases the applicability of the
originally theorem. (9 out of 11 protocols we apply our results to make use of PRGs.)

This “two-step” approach not only makes the proof of our equivalence theorem simpler, but also
alleviates much of the trouble in analyzing protocol security. A similar approach had already been
taken in the seminal work of Abadi and Rogaway [AR02], and subsequent extentions of the same, with
applications to multicast key distribution [MP05] and security of XML data [AW05]. In these papers,
computational soundness theorems were used to translate security definitions from the symbolic to the
computational setting. In this paper, we take the approach one step further, using it to translate (from
the symbolic to the computational setting) not just security notions, but relations among these notions.
The extension is not completely trivial, as it involves both soundness [AR02] and completeness [MW04]
considerations, which are implicit in the protocol partitioning method underlying our computational
equivalence proof. The soundness theorem itself (given in the full version) is of independent interest and
could be applicable in other settings where encryption and PRGs are the only used primitives.

In our discussions on the computational security of GKD protocols, we focus on a scenario in which the
dynamics of group membership are adversarially chosen in an adaptive way, but the decision of whether a
receiver is malicious or not is made at the outset (non-adaptively). Dealing with adaptive corruptions is an
important problem by itself, but is largely out of the scope of this paper. Brief discussions on adaptively
corrupting adversaries, including some partial results towards extending our results to incorporate them,
appear in Sect. 5.

2 The Results in the Dolev-Yao Model

We begin by analyzing GKD protocols in the Dolev-Yao framework. Let [N ] := {1, · · · , N} denote a set
of receivers having access to a broadcast channel. For any subset S of [N ], let S denote [N ] \ S. At
any instant t, a central authority C wants to send a sequence of control messages to establish a key Kt

among receivers in a set St (the “target” set), such that receivers in St cannot recover Kt. We assume
that all receivers and the center C have blackbox access to three cryptographic operations: a pair of
functions, (E,D), modelling symmetric encryption, and a PRG G. The encryption pair satisfies the
obvious correctness criterion: for any (symbolic) key K and message M , DK(EK(M)) = M . G models a
length-doubling PRG; it takes as input a key K and outputs two keys, G0(K) and G1(K). (Note that any
PRG having an arbitrary expantion factor—the ratio between output length and input length—can be
implemented using a length-doubling PRG. We use the latter for simplicity of analysis.) All information
stored/exchanged during the protocol is modeled using abstract expressions derived from the variable M
in the following grammar:

M → K | EK(M)

K → Rand |G0(K) |G1(K) (1)

Here K is a variable for keys, which can either be purely random (coming from a set Rand = {R1, R2, R3, · · · })
or pseudorandom (obtained by applying the functions G0 or G1 on other keys). Some example ex-
pressions that can be obtained from this grammar are R1,G0(G1(R2)) (keys) and ER1

(G0(G1(R2))),
EG0(R3)(ER2

(G1(R4))) (ciphertexts). We say that a key K2 is derived from K1, denoted K1 ⇒g K2, if
K2 = Gb1(Gb2 · · ·Gbl

(K1) · · · ) for some bits b1, · · · , bl and l ≥ 0.
A GKD protocol has three components: Setup,Send and Decrypt. The first one, Setup, initializes

the states of all receivers and of the center; it outputs a set of keys (derived from variable K above),
Keys, a subset of which, Keys[i], is given to the ith receiver for every i ∈ [N ]. The center is given all
receiver keys, plus, possibly, some other information (for example, it could be given an arbitrary subset
of Rand)2. We use Keys[S] as shorthand for

⋃
i∈S Keys[i].

The other two algorithms Send and Decrypt are used for key updates. For any t > 0, Send

takes a set St ⊆ [N ], and the current state of the center, ∆t−1 as input and outputs a set of messages

2 We remark that our definition is fairly general; in particular, it allows to reduce the storage of C to a single key K, and
setting all other keys (including the group keys and the initial keys of receivers) to pseudorandom values derived from K.
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Msgs(St) (to be sent to all receivers), while also updating C’s state to ∆t. Depending upon the manner
in which messages are created, two protocol classes can be defined: Protocols in which every message
in Msgs(St) is an arbitrary expression derived from variable M above are called nested-encryption GKD
(N-GKD) protocols. A special case is one where protocols don’t nest the encryption function for creating
ciphertexts (this corresponds to replacing the rule M→ EK(M) with M→ EK(K)); such protocols are
called single-encryption GKD (S-GKD) protocols. Most protocols in the literature belong to this special
case.

The target receivers decrypt messages from the center using the following function:

Definition 2.1 (Key Recovery) For any set of keys, KSet, and any set of ciphertexts, CSet, the set
of keys that can be recovered from CSet given KSet, denoted Rec(KSet,CSet), is the set R satisfying:

1. KSet ⊆ R.

2. If K ∈ R, then G0(K), G1(K) ∈ R.

3. If K1, · · · ,Km ∈ R and EK1
(EK2

· · ·EKm
(K) · · · ) ∈ CSet, then K ∈ R

4. For every set R′ satisfying conditions 1,2 and 3, R ⊆ R′.

Roughly speaking, the Decrypt algorithm applies the above function per target receiver, with KSet

being equal to the keys available to that receiver and CSet the set of transmitted ciphertexts. For any
sequence of target sets, S̃t = (S1, · · · , St), we let Msgs(S̃t) be the set of all messages output by Send when

given this sequence as input, i.e., Msgs(S̃t) =
⋃t

t′=1 Msgs(St′). Messages in Msgs(St) (resp. Msgs(S̃t))

can be partitioned into keys MKeys(St) (resp. MKeys(S̃t)) sent in clear, and ciphertexts Ciph(St) (resp.

Ciph(S̃t)).

Definition 2.2 (Correctness) A GKD protocol is called stateless if for all t, for all St ⊆ [N ], ∃K

s.t. ∀i ∈ St, K ∈ Rec(Keys[i] ∪ MKeys(St),Ciph(St)). It is called stateful if for all sequences, S̃t =

(S1, S2, · · · , St) ⊆ (2[N ])∗, ∃K s.t. ∀i ∈ St, K ∈ Rec(Keys[i] ∪MKeys(S̃t),Ciph(S̃t)).

Stateless GKD protocols (corresponding to the broadcast encryption model) are a special case of stateful
ones (which correspond to multicast encryption). A key K satisfying the above criterion is called a group
key at time t. We assume that for every t there is a distinguished group key that is used in applications
like broadcast encryption at time t and denote it by Kt.

2.1 Security Definitions

We define security of a GKD protocol Λ = (Setup,Send,Decrypt) using a Dolev-Yao adversary that
corrupts some receivers and attempts to recover the group key illegally during the protocol. Depending
upon how receiver corruptions are performed, two definitions of security can be formulated.

Definition 2.3 A GKD protocol Λ is secure against single corruptions (in the Dolev-Yao model) if

for all t, for all sequences of target sets, S̃t = (S1, · · · , St), for every t′ ≤ t and for every i /∈ St′ ,

Kt′ /∈ Rec(Keys[i] ∪MKeys(S̃t),Ciph(S̃t)).

Note that we enforce that the corrupt receivers not be able to procure Kt′ even after viewing future
transmissions of the center (a requirement often called backward secrecy). The definition is common to
both stateless and stateful protocols.

Definition 2.4 A GKD protocol Λ is collusion-resistant (in the Dolev-Yao model) if for all t, for all

sequences of target sets, S̃t = (S1, · · · , St), for every t′ ≤ t, Kt′ /∈ Rec(Keys[St′ ] ∪MKeys(S̃t),Ciph(S̃t)).

Notice that the above definition implies other seemingly stronger (but, in fact, equivalent) definitions
where the adversary adaptively corrupts an arbitrary subset S of receivers, and then computes the group
key Kt, by evaluating Rec(Keys[S] ∪MKeys(S̃t),Ciph(S̃t)), for some instant t such that St ∩ S = ∅. The
equivalence between these definitions follows from the intrinsically non-deterministic nature of Dolev-Yao
adversaries, and the fact that the key recovery function is monotone (with respect to the set inclusion
relation) in its first argument.
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2.2 A Simple Equivalence and Separation

Our first result is the equivalence between the above two definitions for the case of S-GKD protocols.

Theorem 2.5 An S-GKD protocol is secure against single corruptions (satisfies Defn. 2.3) if and only
if it is collusion-resistant (satisfies Defn. 2.4).

The proof of this theorem involves, as a first step, modelling keys and ciphertexts in an S-GKDprotocol
as nodes and edges in a directed graph. (An edge K1 → K2 models the ciphertext EK1

(K2).) Derivation
via G is also modelled using edges. Key recovery is then interpreted as reachability of a node from a set of
nodes (via both PRG and ciphertext edges). Proving the equivalence then reduces to showing that in any
directed graph, the union of the sets of nodes, S1, · · · , Sn, reachable from nodes v1, · · · , vn is the same
as the set of nodes reachable from ∪n

i=1vi, which follows from an inductive argument. See appendix A.K ' 1 K ' 2 K ' 3 K ' 4 K ' 5 K ' 6
K ' 6 K ' 5 K ' 4 K ' 3 K ' 2 K ' 1

K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4 K 5 K 61 3 4 6K 6 K 5 K 4 K 3 K 2 K 1K 0 K 0 G 1 L b G bG b G 1 L b
Figure 2: An illustration of the separation protocol for N = 6.

On the flip side, we show that it is possible to design an N-GKD protocol, even for stateless receivers,
that is secure without collusions but not collusion-resistant. Our protocol involves the use of, what we call
here, fully-pseudorandom chains (FPCs) of keys, a notion similar to that of forward-secure PRGs already
studied in the literature [BY03]. Let G be a length-doubgling PRG. Let b ∈ {0, 1}. An FPC of length N ,
built from a random key K0 (the seed), is a sequence of N key pairs ((Ki,K

′
i))i∈[N ] such that ∀i ∈ [N ],

Ki = Gb(Ki−1) and K ′
i = G1−b(Ki). The K ′

i’s in this chain are “fully” pseudorandom in the sense that
it is computationally infeasible to distinguish between them and a sequence of N independently random
keys. In our protocol, the Setup program creates two FPCs of length N using two different seeds K0 and
K0 (one called the forward chain and the other the backward chain) and gives the keys (Ki,KN−i+1) to
receiver i. Note that given this, receiver i can derive the key pairs (Ki,K

′
i), · · · , (KN ,K ′

N ) in the forward

chain and the key pairs (KN−i+1,K
′

N−i+1), · · · , (KN ,K
′

N ) in the backward chain.

To transmit a key Kt secretly to a set St, program Send divides the sequence (1, · · · , N) into the
smallest possible set of intervals such that every i ∈ St is contained in exactly one interval and no i ∈ St

is contained in any of the intervals. For e.g., if N = 6 and the target set is {1, 3, 4, 6}, these intervals
would be (1), (3, 4), (6). (See Fig. 2.) If r = N − |St| then the number of such intervals is at most r + 1.
Let I1, · · · , Ir+1 denote these intervals. For each interval Ij = (j1, · · · , jm), Send outputs a ciphertext
E

K
′

N−j1+1
(EK′

jm
(Kt)). This ciphertext can be decrypted only by the receivers who know both K ′

jm
and

K
′

N−j1+1, which is exactly the receivers in Ij . (In the figure, the darkened keys denote the keys used
to encrypt Kt so as to transmit it to receivers (3, 4).) Receiver i ∈ St determines which interval Ij it
belongs to and decrypts the corresponding ciphertext. It is not hard to verify that this protocol is secure
against single malicious receivers (satisfies Defn. 2.3) but is not collusion-resistant (fails Defn. 2.4). (In
fact, a malicious coalition of size two is enough to break the protocol.)
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3 Interpretation in the Computational Setting

A natural question to ask at this point is whether our results in the Dolev-Yao model apply to practical
implementations where the cryptographic operations are real programs satisfying computational security
properties and the adversary is an arbitrary (polynomially-bounded) entity. In this section, we provide
sufficient conditions under which this is true. We first define a class of GKD protocols, called safe protocols,
which satisfy certain syntactic conditions on the way keys are used in the protocol. These safety conditions
implement well-established and commonly-accepted (computational) cryptography practices. Then, via
a generalization of the computational soundness theorems of [AR02, MP05], we show that any safe
GKD protocol secure in the Dolev-Yao model is also secure (under the corresponding security notion)
in the computational setting, provided the underlying primitives satisfy standard security properties.
Combining this result with a case analysis, we show that for all safe GKD protocols, our equivalence
and separation results of Sect. 2 are also true in the computational setting. (In fact, as we will see, the
equivalence result is true in a very strong sense.)

Definition 3.1 (Safe Protocols) A GKD protocol Λ = (Setup,Send,Decrypt) is called safe if for

any input, S̃t = (S1, · · · , St), given to it, the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Proper key usage: Any key K is used by at most one cryptographic primitive. This is a well
established cryptography/security practice, which, in our case, means two things: (a) Encryption
keys (i.e., keys K occurring in subexpressions of the form EK(M)) are never used as input to the
PRG (i.e., in subexpressions of the form Gb(K)); (b) a group key Kt (which can potentially be
used for keying another primitive in an application, e.g. broadcast encryption), is used neither as
an encryption key nor as an input to the PRG.

2. No Encryption Cycles: Define a relation → over keys such that K1 → K2 if K1 encrypts K2 at any
instant in the protocol. We require that the composition of the relations → and ⇒g, be acyclic.
For e.g., messages like EG0(K1)(K1) or message pairs like (EK1

(K2), EG1(K2)(K1)) are disallowed.

3. Key Deployment after Key Distribution: For any two (not necessarily distinct) keys, K1,K2, such
that K1 ⇒g K2, if K1 is used as a message (either in clear or encrypted under other keys) at time
t1, and K2 is used as an encryption key at time t2, then t2 ≥ t1. In other words, once a key K2

has been deployed for encrypting messages, the protocol can no longer distribute it (not even can
it distribute a pseudorandom preimage K1 of K2, from which K2 can, quite easily, be recovered).

These conditions are essential for the application of our computational soundness theorem to GKD
protocols. (In fact, condition 1 is necessary to guarantee computational security of any GKD protocol
in the sense we define below.) Notice that both our equivalence and separation results in the Dolev-Yao
model also hold when restricted to safe protocols: The former follows from the fact that the definition of
safety is independent of the Dolev-Yao adversarial model and for the latter, observe that our separation
protocol satisfies all safety conditions.

Let Λ = (Setup,Send,Decrypt) be an N -receiver GKD protocol in the Dolev-Yao model. In
the computational interpretation of Λ, ΛΠ,G , all messages and keys are bitstrings corresponding to the
“computational evaluation” of symbolic expressions used in Λ based on a (computational) encryption
scheme Π = (E ,D)3 and a (computational) length-doubling PRG G(·) = G0(·) ‖ G1(·) ( ‖ denotes bitstring
concatenation). The setup program, Setup

Π,G , takes a security parameter η as input and sets the initial
states of all parties. The initial state of the center (resp. the ith receiver), denoted δC0 (resp. δi

0), is
the computational evaluation of the set Keys (resp. Keys[i]). Send

Π,G , as before, receives a set St and
the current center state δCt−1 as input, and outputs a set of messages bMsgs(St) (the evaluation of all

expressions in Msgs(St)) and C’s updated state δCt . Finally, Decrypt
Π,G takes a receiver index i, the

corresponding current state δi
t−1, the current transmission bMsgs(St), and outputs the updated state δi

t

and either a key ki
t or fail. Correctness, now, means that for all sequences S̃t = (S1, · · · , St), for every

i, j ∈ St, the keys ki
t and kj

t output after running Decrypt
Π,G with inputs bMsgs(S1), · · · , bMsgs(St) are

the same (equal to the bitstring group key kt). In stateless protocols, δi
t equals δi

0 for all i and t.

3We consider encryption schemes where key generation involves picking a uniformly random bitstring of length equal to
the security parameter.
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3.1 Computational Security

Security of GKD protocols in the computational model is defined using a game played between an
adversary A and a challenger B. Both are given a security parameter η as input (and A must run in time
polynomial in η). First, the challenger invokes Setup(η) to generate the initial states, δC0 , δ1

0 , · · · , δN
0 ,

of all parties. It also generates and stores a uniformly random challenge bit b and initializes a protocol
counter t to 1. The adversary then issues multiple queries to the challenger, each query being either:

• corrupt(I) (for some I ⊆ [N ]): B responds with {δi
0}i∈I , the initial state of all receivers in set I;

or

• send(St) (for some St ⊆ [N ]): B runs Send, returns bMsgs(St) to A, updates states of all parties
and sets t← t + 1; or

• challenge(t′) (for some t′ ≤ t): If b = 0, B returns the group key at time t′, kt′ ; else, it generates
a fresh random key rt′ and returns it.

A is called non-adaptive if for every run, it issues a single corrupt query that precedes all send and
challenge queries (the latter two types of queries can, however, be made in any order and in an adaptive
fashion). It is called adaptive otherwise.

Let C(A) ⊆ [N ] be the set of all receivers corrupted by A and Tchal(A), the set of instants t such that
A issues a challenge(t) query. Let U(A) =

⋃
t∈Tchal(A) St. We call A legitimate if every time it plays the

above game, we have C(A) ∩ U(A) = ∅.

The advantage of A in the game, denoted Advgkd

ΛΠ,G (A, η), is the absolute difference between the
probability that A outputs 1 when b = 1 and the probability of the same event when b = 0.

Definition 3.2 Let adv type ∈ {non-adaptive, adaptive}. A GKD protocol Λ is adv typely-secure
against single (resp. multiple) corruptions if for any legitimate adv type adversary A satisfying |C(A)| =

1 (resp. |C(A)| ≥ 1), Advgkd

ΛΠ,G (A, η) is a negligible function of η.

For the case of stateless protocols, our definition differs from the definitions of security for broadcast
encryption typically found in the literature [NNL01] in three places. First, we consider the security of
a GKD protocol, rather than an encryption protocol for the transmission of messages. This is not a
substantial difference as the two protocol classes are equivalent in the sense that a protocol from one can
be easily converted into a protocol from the other. Second, we allow the adversary to issue polynomially
many challenge queries; this captures the idea that group keys for different instants should be “jointly”
pseudorandom (in particular, they should be independent of each other). In contrast, definitions of
broadcast encryption used in the literature consider adversaries that are challenged only at a single
instant. In this respect, our definition is seemingly stronger.4 Third, our definition captures the notion
of CPA security, wherein the adversary is not allowed to issue any decrypt queries to the challenger.
Extension with CCA1-security, as used in [NNL01], is quite straightforward (though, the below theorem
needs to be suitably modified to strengthen the requirement of the underlying encryption scheme from
ind-cpa to ind-cca1).

Theorem 3.3 (Security Theorem) Let Λ be any safe GKD protocol. Let Π be any ind-cpa secure
encryption scheme and G any secure pseudorandom generator. If Λ is secure without collusions (resp.
collusion-resistant) in the Dolev-Yao model, that is Λ satisfies Defn. 2.3 (resp. Defn. 2.4) then ΛΠ,G is
non-adaptively secure against single (resp. multiple) corruptions in the computational model.

The most crucial ingredient in the proof of this theorem is a generalization of the computational
soundness theorem of [MP05], which is presented in the Appendix (Thm. B.4). We remark that our
generalization incorporates the use of PRGs, which can be applied on keys in an arbitrary (polynomially-
bounded) iterative manner. (This allows for exponentially many possibilities in which a pseudorandom
key can be created from any given seed.) The above theorem shows soundness of the Dolev-Yao security
definitions in the presence of non-adaptive corruptions only. (A partial extension of the same result to
an adaptive-corruption setting appears in Sect. 5.)

4 For the case of broadcast “encryption” protocols, this restriction doesn’t matter, that is, allowing the adversary the
power to issue multiple challenge queries doesn’t make the definition stronger. For group key distribution, however, it does
seem to make a difference.
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3.2 The Main Results

Given Theorem 3.3, the translation of our equivalence result for S-GKD protocols from Sect. 2 into the
computational setting is now quite simple. Consider the class of safe S-GKD protocols implemented with
an encryption scheme Π and a PRG G. We partition this class into two sub-classes—protocols in the
first catagory are secure without collusions in the Dolev-Yao model (satisfy Defn. 2.3) while those in the
second class are not. Based on the equivalence in the Dolev-Yao model (Thm. 2.5) and the computational
soundness of Dolev-Yao collusion-resistance (Thm. 3.3), we conclude that protocols in the first catagory
are non-adaptively secure against multiple corruptions for any secure instantiations of Π and G. To
complete the picture, observe that if a protocol (whether safe or not) does not satisfy security without
collusions in the Dolev-Yao setting (fails Defn. 2.3), then it is trivially insecure: it can be broken for
every implementation of Π and G, by executing the Dolev-Yao attack in the computational setting.

Theorem 3.4 Let Λ be a safe S-GKD protocol. If ΛΠ,G is non-adaptively secure against single cor-
ruptions for some encryption scheme Π and PRG G, then ΛΠ,G is secure against multiple non-adaptive
corruptions for any ind-cpa secure encryption scheme Π and any secure PRG G.

For protocols that use nested encryption, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.5 There exists a N-GKD protocol that is secure against single corruptions for any (com-
putationally secure) implementation of Π and G but is not collusion-resistant.

This separation is demonstrated by the safe protocol presented in Sect. 2. (The single corruption security
of the protocol follows from its Dolev-Yao security and Thm. 3.3.)

4 Analysis of Known Protocols

In this section, we summarize our analysis of various existing GKD protocols based on the results of
Sect. 3.

4.1 Weaknesses in Previous Protocols

Out of 13 protocols for symmetric-key broadcast/multicast encryption that we surveyed from the liter-
ature, we found only 3 protocols to have been accompanied with proofs that establish computational
security of the protocol. The security analysis of the remaining protocols, if undertaken at all, has hith-
erto been restricted to Dolev-Yao style arguments, and without any computational justification of such
analysis. Indeed, we find that 7 of these protocols have weaknesses in their design which make them
vulnerable to attacks by computational adversaries. For example, the broadcast encryption protocols
of [GST04, WNR04, HM04, CsJKY05] make use of “key chains” generated by applying a cryptographic
function f iteratively on a random key K to produce a sequence of values f(K), f(f(K)), f(f(f(K))), · · · .
The values in the chain are subsequently used as keys to encrypt other keys during key distribution and
it is claimed that an adversary can decrypt a ciphertext EK′(M) for some K ′ in the key chain only if it
knows K ′ or some other value preceding K ′ in the chain. [GST04, WNR04] suggest implementing f with
a one-way hash function and [CsJKY05] proposes to do so with a one-way permutation or a PRG. We
note that none of these implementations are sufficient to guarantee security of the respective protocols
in a computational sense. Technically, the deployment of key chains in all these protocols conflicts with
our first safety condition: keys are used for encryption, and as inputs to another cryprographic primitive
(that is, f), which, as already discussed, is bad cryprographic practice. In principle, this could lead to
complete recovery of all values in such key chains (and, consequently, of all group keys) even by a passive
observer of the protocol5.

In the same vein, various multicast encryption protocols [WGL00, CGI+99, FJA02, PST01] are com-
putationally insecure. For a receiver “join” event (at time t), they either recommend encrypting the new

5More specifically, it is possible to implement f and E in a manner such that the recommended security criteria (one-
wayness and/or collision-resistance for f and semantic security for E) are met and still, given a value f(K) and a ciphertext
EK(M), the key K can be fully recovered.
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group key Kt+1 with Kt [WGL00, CGI+99], or deriving Kt+1 from Kt via a PRG [PST01]. ([FJA02] en-
crypts Kt+1 under Kt during both “leave” and “join” events.) Such usage of group keys can, in principle,
compromise their pseudorandomness and thus render the resulting encryption protocol totally insecure.

Protocol Safe? Fixed Security from our results Nesting? Satisfies
defn. 5.1

LKH [WGL00] No Yes Comp-multiple No
LKH+ [CGI+99] No Yes Comp-multiple No
Subset Diff. (SD) [NNL01] Yes — Comp-multiple No Yes
ELK [PST01] No Yes Comp-multiple No
LSD [HS02] Yes — Comp-multiple No Yes
Stratified SD (SSD) [GST04] No Yes Comp-multiple No Yes
DDKC [WNR04] No Yes Comp-multiple No Yes
Skip. Chains (SC) [CsJKY05] No Yes Comp-multiple No Yes
Improved SSD/SC [HLL05] Yes — Comp-multiple No Yes
Boolean Func. Min. [CEK+99] Yes — Comp-single Yes
LOR [FJA02] No Yes Comp-single Yes

Table 1: Analysis of 11 GKD protocols surveyed by us. Comp-single and Comp-multiple refer to security
against single and multiple corruptions respectively in the computational model. The last column shows
which protocols use nested encryption.

4.2 Fixes and Provable Security

Fortunately, these weaknesses are quite straightforward to fix in most cases. For the protocols that make
use of (insecure) key chains, the fix simply involves replacing the chain with an FPC (Sect. 2). The
protocols that use group keys for keying primitives within the GKD protocol can be patched in the
following manner: if Kt is the group key distributed in the original protocol for time t, then the patched
protocol instead uses G0(Kt) as the group key and any encryption/pseudorandom generation that was
previously done using Kt is now performed using G1(Kt). (For e.g., the control message EKt

(Kt+1)
gets substituted by EG1(Kt)(Kt+1).) These modifications make the protocols compatible with our safety
requirements and enable application of our security theorem (Thm. 3.3). Table 1 presents the results
from our analysis of 11 GKD protocols, including the protocols fixed in the above manner. 9 of the listed
protocols don’t make use of nested encryption and for these it suffices to verify Dolev-Yao security of the
protocol against single corruptions (defn. 2.3), and subsequently to invoke our equivalence theorem 3.4
in order to establish collusion-resistance. We remark that the ELK protocol [PST01] uses pseudorandom
functions (PRFs), and doesn’t directly fit our model for GKD protocols. However, the functionality
achieved using PRFs in the protocol can easily be achieved using only PRGs (which, in fact, considerably
simplifies the original protocol). The analysis for ELK in Table 1 reflects our analysis of patched-ELK,
with PRGs doing the job of PRFs6.

The two protocols that use nested encryption [CEK+99, FJA02] were already known to be collusion-
insecure, and for these a Dolev-Yao proof of security against single corruptions implies the corresponding
computational criterion. Chang et al. [CEK+99] suggest an alternate way of implementing nested encryp-
tion: replacing nested ciphertexts of the form EK1

(EK2
(K)) with Eh(K1,K2)(K), with h being a one-way

hash function. We note that this is not a secure alternative to nesting (for example, h could leak all of K1

or K2, despite being one-way). A more secure implementation would be letting h(K1,K2) := K1 ⊕K2

(as done in [Pin01]).
Currently, we are unable to resolve the security of the OFT protocol [MS03] (which uses non-standard

definitions of one-way functions) or to fix the protocol of [HM04]. Our results are not applicable to some

6All our analyses involved verifying that Dolev-Yao security is satisfied by the protocol for a single step of execution,
(this was anyway proven in most previous works we surveyed), coupled with an inductive argument on the number of steps.
For multicast protocols, we considered “join” and “leave” operations only, as usually studied in the literature.
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other broadcast encryption protocols [FN93, BGW05, AKI03], which use primitives not covered by our
model.

5 Handling Adaptive Corruptions

To conclude the paper, we present some partial results in the direction of incorporating adaptively
corrupting adversaries in GKD protocols. We show that for protocols corresponding to the standard
notion of symmetric-key broadcast encryption studied in the literature (as introduced by [NNL01]), a
near-equivalent of Thm. 3.4 holds even with adaptively corrupting adversaries. Let Λ be any safe GKD
protocol (defn. 3.1). We say that Λ is strongly stateless if for any run of the protocol upto time t, the
following condition is satisfied: For any two (not necessarily distinct) keys, K and K ′, such that K ⇒g K ′,
if K is used as a message at time t and K ′ is used as an encryption key at time t′, then it must be that
t equals t′. (This is essentially adding more stringency to condition 3 of our safety definition, Defn. 3.1.)
In plain words, this says that a key, if distributed, must be deployed at that very instant, and never in
the future or the past; in particular, the keys derived from the set Keys, which are usually deployed all
through the protocol, should not be distributed after setup. All broadcast encryption protocols we are
aware of use GKD with this structure.

For this class of GKD protocols, we can show computational soundness of the Dolev-Yao definitions
in the presence of adaptive corruptions, though using a slight relaxation of the definition from Sect. 3:

Definition 5.1 A GKD protocol Λ is adaptively-secure against single challenges if for any legitimate
adaptive adversary A satisfying |Tchal(A)| = 1 Advgkd

ΛΠ,G (A, η) is a negligible function of η.

This essentially relaxes our security requirement from achieving “joint” security of group keys to security
of individual ones (which is closely related to the definition of broadcast encryption used in [NNL01].)

Theorem 5.2 Let Λ be a strongly stateless protocol. Let Π be any ind-cpa secure encryption scheme
and G any secure pseudorandom generator. If Λ is collusion-resistant in the Dolev-Yao model, that is Λ
satisfies Defn. 2.4, then ΛΠ,G is adaptively-secure against single challenges.

We can now show, as in Thm. 3.4, that for any strongly stateless S-GKD protocol, non-adaptive security
against single corruptions (for “some” implementation of Π and G) implies adaptive security against
multiple corruptions and single challenges (for “every” secure implementation of Π and G). All protocols
marked with Yes under the “Satisfies defn. 5.1” column in Table 1 are strongly stateless, and thus,
satisfy defn. 5.1 above. Note that in the single-corruption setting, security against adaptive corruptions
is equivalent to that against non-adaptive ones (so, the protocol of Sect. 2 is adaptively secure against
single corruptions, even with multiple challenges).

At the moment, we are unable to resolve the question of whether adaptive security for general GKD
protocols (that are not strongly stateless) can be achieved only using semantically secure encryption. Our
proof techniques allow us to prove adaptive security for general GKD protocols as long as the protocol is
executed for logarithmically many rounds. Proving adaptive security of these protocols in general, based
only on the assumption of semantic security of encryption, is a problem left open by this work.
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A Proof of Theorem 2.5

Definition 2.4 implies definition 2.3 for any GKD protocol (since for any KSet1 ⊆ KSet2, we have

Rec(KSet1,Ciph(S̃t)) ⊆ Rec(KSet2,Ciph(S̃t))). Thus, we only need to establish that for S-GKDprotocols,
the implication in the other direction is also true. This is easily shown by formulating key recovery as a
graph reacheability problem. Let Λ be an S-GKD protocol for N receivers. Consider an infinite graph,
called the encryption graph, in which nodes represent all possible keys used in the protocol (that is, keys
derived from grammar 1). For any two related keys, K and K ′ = Gb(K) (b ∈ {0, 1}), there exists an

edge K 99K K ′, referred to as a g-edge, in this graph. For any sequence of target sets, S̃t = (S1, · · · , St),

given as input to the Send algorithm of Λ, we represent the ciphertexts output by the center Ciph(S̃t)
as edges, called e-edges in this graph: a ciphertext EK1

(K2), corresponds to the e-edge K1 → K2. This
models the fact that given K1 and the history of ciphertexts, anyone can “reach” (that is, compute) K2

by invoking the decryption algorithm D. We denote the graph formed with all these edges based on the
input S̃t by G(S̃t).

For any set of nodes I in an encryption graph G := G(S̃t), we denote the set of nodes that can be
reached from I, using any type of edges, as ReachG(I). Formally, ReachG(I) is the smallest set R
satisfying: (a) I ⊆ R; and (b) for any edge K1 99K K2 or K1 → K2, we have K1 ∈ R =⇒ K2 ∈ R.

The key recovery function (for S-GKD protocols) can be re-interpreted using the above notion of
reachability. Treating nodes and keys interchangeably, we can say the following for any encryption graph
(corresponding to a sequence of target sets S̃t) and a set of nodes I in it:

Rec(I,Ciph(S̃t)) = ReachG(I)
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To prove the theorem, it is now enough to show that in any graph G, for any sets of nodes I1, I2, · · · , Im,
if a node Kt is not in ReachG(Ij) for any j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} then it is not in ReachG(I) where I =
I1 ∪ I2 ∪ · · · ∪ Im. This is equivalent to saying that for every graph G and for all I1, I2, · · · , Im:7

ReachG(I) ⊆
m⋃

j=1

ReachG(Ij)

The theorem follows by setting Ij = Keys[ij ] ∪MKeys(S̃t) where {i1, . . . , im} = St.
We prove this statement using an inductive argument. Let us first enhance the definition of reachability

to include the number of “hops” required to reach a node from another set of nodes. For any set of nodes
I in a graph G, the set of nodes that are reachable from I in n hops, denoted Reachn

G(I), is defined
recursively as follows: (a) Reach0

G(I) = I, and (b) for any edge K1 99K K2 or K1 → K2 and any
n ≥ 0, K1 ∈ Reachn

G(I) =⇒ K2 ∈ Reachn+1
G (I). We now show, by induction, that for any sets

I1, I2, · · · , Im and I = I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Im and any n ≥ 0, Reachn
G(I) ⊆

⋃m
j=1 Reachn

G(Ij). It follows that

ReachG(I) =
⋃∞

n=0 Reachn
G(I) is contained in

⋃m

j=1 ReachG(Ij) =
⋃m

j=1

⋃∞

n=0 Reachn
G(Ij).

The statement is trivially true for n = 0: by definition, Reach0
G(I) = I ⊆ I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Im =⋃m

j=1 Reach0
G(Ij). Suppose that the statement is true for some n ≥ 0; that is, for any sets I1, · · · , Im, I =

I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Im, Reachn
G(I) ⊆

⋃m

j=1 Reachn
G(Ij). Consider any node K ′ in Reachn+1

G (I). By definition,
for every such node there must exist a node K ∈ Reachn

G(I) such that K → K ′ or K 99K K ′ is an
edge in G. From the induction hypothesis, K ∈

⋃m

j=1 Reachn
G(Ij) meaning that K ∈ Reachn

G(Ij) for

some j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. For such a j, K ′ must be Reachn+1
G (Ij) (owing to the edge from K to K ′). So,

K ′ ∈
⋃m

j=1 Reachn+1
G (Ij). Thus, Reachn+1

G (I) ⊆
⋃m

j=1 Reachn+1
G (Ij) and by induction this is true for

every n.

B The Soundness Theorem

The main tool we use in our computational analysis of GKD protocols is a soundness theorem for en-
crypted expressions, which is a generalization of the one in [MP05]. (The theorem of [MP05] applies only
to expressions with purely random keys while our extension incorporates PRGs as well.) Let Exp be
the set of all sequences of expressions that can be derived from the symbol M in grammar 1. For e.g.,
M = (ER1

(G0(R2)), R2, EG1(R2)(R3)) is in Exp. For any set of keys, S, that are derivable from K, we
denote by Roots(S) the largest subset S′ of S such that no key in S′ derives another key in it (that is,
for every K1,K2 ∈ S′, K1 6= K2, we have K1 6⇒g K2).

For any expression M ∈ Exp, we define a syntactic object called the pattern of the expression, denoted
pattern(M), that characterizes the information leaked by the expression to any passive adversary that
observes it. For example, the pattern of any random key is the key itself and the pattern of a ciphertext
of the form EK1

(K2) is EK1
(K ′) where K ′ is a random key other than K2. Before defining patterns more

formally we need some other definitions.
Recoverable Keys. For any basic expression M , we denote by Keys(M) the set of keys which occur in M
anywhere: a key that occurs as a plaintext in some sub-expression of M is referred to as a message key
while one that is used to encrypt some sub-expression is called an encryption key. A key can be both a
message key and an encryption key in the same expression. For any M ∈ Exp, we let MsgKeys(M)
denote the set of all its message keys and EncKeys(M) the set of all its encryption keys. We say that
Ki encrypts Kj (or Kj is encrypted under Ki) in M , denoted Ki →M Kj , if M contains a sub-expression
EKi

(M ′) such that Kj ∈MsgKeys(M ′). We say that Ki nests Kj (or Kj is nested under Ki) in M if
M contains a sub-expression EKi

(M ′) such that Kj ∈ EncKeys(M ′). For example, in the expression
ER1

(R4, ER2
(R3)), R2 encrypts R3 while R1 encrypts both R3 and R4 and nests R2.

Definition B.1 (Recoverable Keys) For any basic expression M , the set of all keys that are recov-
erable in M , denoted RecKeys(M) is the smallest set R satisfying the following condition: For every
Ki ∈ R, there exists an occurrence of Ki in M in which either:

7 Notice that the inclusion in the other direction is obvious and thus, the two sets are in fact equal to each other.
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1. Ki is a message key and every key that encrypts Ki is in R.

2. Ki is an encryption key, every key that nests Ki is in R, and there exists a key Kj ∈ R such that
Kj ⇒g Ki.

A key that occurs in M but is not in RecKeys(M) is called unrecoverable in M .

As an example, if we consider the expression

M = (R1, EG1(R1)(G0(R2)), ER2
(ER3

(G0(R4)), ER5
(R6)), EG1(R3)(R7), G1(R3))

the encryption keys of M are G1(R1), R3, R2, R5 and G1(R3) and the message keys are R1, G0(R2), G0(R4), R6, R7

and G1(R3). Among all these, the recoverable keys are R1 (by criterion 1 of the definition), G1(R1)
(by criterion 2), G0(R2) (by criterion 1), G1(R3) (by criterion 1) and R7 (by criterion 1). Thus,
RecKeys(M) = {R1, G1(R1), G0(R2), G1(R3), R7}.

For any expression M , we say that a key K is an outermost encryption key in M if it is unrecoverable in
M and has at least one occurrence as an encryption key in M in which every key that nests it is recoverable.
The set of these keys is denoted OutKeys(M). In the above example, R2, R5 ∈ OutKeys(M) and R3 /∈
OutKeys(M). The set of important keys of M , denoted ImpKeys(M), is the union of OutKeys(M)
and RecKeys(M). Intuitively, these are the keys for which any partial information can be extracted by
an adversary who observes the compuational interpretation of the expression. In the above expression,
R1, R2, R5 are important but R3, R6 are important.

B.1 Structures and Patterns

We define the structure of an expression M ∈ Exp, denoted struct(M), as the expression obtained by
substituting all message keys in M by a symbol K ′ and all encryption keys in it by K, where K and K ′ are
special symbols not used to denote any other key. For e.g., struct((ER2

(R1), ER3
(R2, EG1(R2)(G0(R1))))) =

(EK(K ′), EK(K ′, EK(K ′))).
The pattern of an expression M is defined in two steps: In the first step, we take M and replace all parts

of it that are not “important” (meaning, for which an adversary doesn’t learn any partial information)
by their corresponding structures. Formally, for every sub-expression of M that is of the form EKi

(M ′),
where Ki is an outermost encryption key, we replace the sub-expression by EKi

(struct(M ′)). We denote
the new expression by structified(M). In the second step, we look at the set S = Roots(ImpKeys(M)),
and for every Kl ∈ S we create a fresh key symbol R′

l coming from a set Rand′, that is distinct from Rand

(that is Rand∩Rand′ = ∅). The pattern of M , denoted pattern(M), is defined as the expression formed
by replacing, for every Kl ∈ S, each occurrence of Kl in structified(M) by R′

l.
We say that two expressions M1,M2 ∈ Exp are equivalent, denoted M1 ≃M2, if their patterns, when

viewed as strings of symbols, are identical “up to renaming of the fresh keys”. A more formal definition
follows:

Definition B.2 Let M1,M2 ∈ Exp be two expressions with patterns M ′
1 and M ′

2 respectively. M1 is
equivalent to M2 if there exists a bijective map, KeyMap, from Keys(M ′

1) to Keys(M ′
2) such that the

following conditions hold:

• For every two keys R′
i, R

′
j ∈ Keys(M ′

1), if R′
i = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbl

(R′
j) · · · )) then we must have

KeyMap(R′
i) = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbl

(KeyMap(R′
j))) · · · )).

• The expression obtained by substituting every key R′
i in M ′

1 by KeyMap(R′
i) is exactly the same as

M ′
2.

The set of all patterns corresponding to expressions in Exp is denoted Pat.

B.2 Computational Semantics

Let Exp′ = Exp ∪ Pat. We define computational semantics of all expressions in Exp′ using a single
procedure. Fix a symmetric encryption scheme, Π = (E ,D) and a pseudorandom generator G. The
procedure for defining computational semantics of expressions takes the security parameter η as input
and works in two steps.
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1. We first generate a key assignment τ for all keys in Rand ∪ Rand′ ∪ {K,K ′} using independent and
uniform samples from {0, 1}η. Let τ(Ri) denote the (bitstring) key corresponding to any Ri ∈ Rand,
τ(R′

i) to any R′
i ∈ Rand′, and τ(K) and τ(K ′) to K and K ′ respectively.

2. In the second step, we look at expressions in Exp′ and for each expression M we define the bitstring
interpretation of M given τ as a random variable, JMKΠ,G,τ , in the following recursive manner:

• If M ∈ Rand ∪ Rand′ ∪ {K ′}, then JMKΠ,τ ≡ τ(M).

• If M = Gb(Ki) for some key Ki (and some b ∈ {0, 1}) then JMKΠ,G,τ ≡ Gb(JKiKΠ,G,τ ).

• If M = (M1,M2) for some M1,M2 ∈ Exp′, then JMKΠ,G,τ is the random variable corre-
sponding to JM1KΠ,G,τ‖JM2KΠ,G,τ , where ‖ denotes some standard efficiently computable and
invertible encoding for pairing.

• If M = EKi
(M ′) for some M ′ ∈ Exp′ and any key Ki 6= K, then JMKΠ,τ is the random

variable corresponding to EJKiKΠ,G,τ
(JM ′KΠ,G,τ ) (using fresh randomness for every invocation).

If M = EK(M ′) for some M ′ ∈ Exp′, then JMKΠ,G,τ is the random variable corresponding to
Eτ(K)(JM

′KΠ,G,τ ).

B.3 Semantic Security against Chosen Plaintext Attacks.

For any symmetric encryption Π = (E ,D), a left-right oracle, LRΠ,b for Π is a program that receives a
security parameter η as input first generates a key k uniformly at random from {0, 1}η; then, for each
query, (m0,m1) (m0 and m1 being bitstrings of equal length), given to it replies with the ciphertext
Ek(mb). Π is called ind-cpa secure if for any probabilistic polynomial-time distinguisher A′ the following
quantity

Advind−cpa
Π (A′, η) = |Pr[A′LRΠ,0(η)(η) = 1]− Pr[A′LRΠ,1(η)(η) = 1]|

is a negligible function of η.

B.4 Security of a PRG

A length-doubling pseudorandom generator, G(·) := G0(·) · G1(·), is called secure if for every probabilistic
polynomial-time distinguisher D′,

Advprg
G (D′, η) = |Pr[D′(k1‖k2) = 1 | k1, k2

$
← {0, 1}η]− Pr[D′(G(k)) = 1 | k

$
← {0, 1}η]|

is negligible in η. From this definition, it follows that for any b ∈ {0, 1} and uniformly random (and
independent) keys k, k′ ∈ {0, 1}η, Gb(k) is indistinguishable from k′. Also, if G is a secure length-doubling
PRG, then a PRG obtained using polynomially many applications of it is also a secure PRG; that is,
for any b1, b2, · · · , bl ∈ {0, 1} such that l = poly(η) and for uniformly random and independent k, k′ in
{0, 1}η, Gb1(Gb2 · · · Gbl

(k) · · · ) is indistinguishable from k′.

B.5 The Theorem

Consider the following game played between an adversary A and a challenger B, having black-box access
to a symmetric-key encryption scheme Π = (E ,D) and a PRG G. Both are given a security parameter η as
input and A is required to run in time polynomial in η. In the beginning, B fixes a random key assignment
τ to all elements of Rand (using independent samples from {0, 1}η). B also generates a random challenge
bit b which is kept secret from A. During the game, A makes various queries to B, each query comprising
of a pair of expressions from Exp. For the ith such query, denoted (M0[i],M1[i]), the challenger replies
with a sample from JMb[i]KΠ,G,τ (where b was the challenge bit fixed in the beginning). The queries can
be issued adaptively and in any order chosen by the adversary. Let q denote the number of queries issued
by A in the game. We denote by M0 and M1 the concatenation of all the adversary’s expressions in
order; that is, M0 = (M0[1], · · · ,M0[q]) and M1 = (M1[1], · · · ,M1[q]). The question is whether A can
guess b, with probability much better than half, if M0 and M1 are constrained to have the same pattern
and Π and G are secure in the standard sense. Intuitively, incapability of doing this job implies that the
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evaluation of an expression leaks no more information to the adversary than the evaluation of its pattern,
even if the adversary is allowed to form the expression adaptively; in other words, the pattern is a sound
characterization of what information is given out by an expression in a real implementation. Following
[MP05], we impose some syntactic restrictions on the expressions M0 and M1 generated by A, as defined
below:

Definition B.3 An adversary A in the above game is called legal if its queries satisfy the following
restrictions:

1. Proper Key Usage: Every key Kl is used by at most one primitive (E or G) in both M0 and M1.
That is, for any b ∈ {0, 1} if a sub-expression EKl

(M ′) occurs in Mb then Mb can have no sub-
expression of the form Gb′(Kl). Likewise, for any b ∈ {0, 1}, if a sub-expression Gb′(Kl) occurs in
Mb, then sub-expressions of the form EKl

(M ′) are ruled out. This must hold for every random or
pseudorandom key Kl.

2. No encryption cycles in any expression: Let→M denote the “encrypts” relation for any M ∈ Exp;
that is, for any two keys K1,K2, if K1 encrypts K2 in M , then we have K1 →M K2. We require
that for any b ∈ {0, 1}, the relation formed by composing →Mb

and ⇒g be acyclic.

3. No future encryption of current encryption keys: For any b ∈ {0, 1} and any i < j ≤ q, there exists
no key K1 such that

• K1 occurs as an outermost encryption key in Mb[i];

• there exists K2 such that K2 ⇒g K1, and K2 occurs as a message key in Mb[j].

4. Ordering on the recoverable keys: For any b ∈ {0, 1} and any i < j ≤ q, there exist no two keys
K1,K2 ∈ RecKeys(Mb) (K1 6= K2) such that

• K2 ⇒g K1.

• K2 appears first in Mb[j] while K1 appears first in Mb[i] (that is, K1 appears “before” K2).

Informally, the third condition above says that if the adversary has already used a key K1 to encrypt
other keys, then it cannot ask for K1 (or any pseudorandom preimage of it) to be encrypted in the
future. The last condition says that the adversary cannot ask for the evaluation of a key and then want
a pseudorandom inverse of that key to be evaluated.

Let Advadpt
Π,G (A, η) denote the advantage of a legal adversary A when given security parameter η as

input—this quantity is defined as the absolute difference between the probability that it outputs 1 in the
above game when b = 1 and the probability of the same event when b = 0.

Theorem B.4 If Π is semantically secure against chosen plaintext attacks (ind-cpa secure) and G is a

secure PRG, then for any legal adversary A, whose queries satisfy M0 ≃M1, Advadpt
Π,G (A, η) is a negligible

function of η.

B.6 Proof Sketch of the Theorem

The proof of the theorem uses a hybrid argument similar to the one in [MP05]. We consider the following

hybrid experiment, Expthybrid
Π,G : here, A issues just a single expression M0[i] in every query. The chal-

lenger, as usual, picks a challenge bit b and a key assignment τ in the beginning. When b = 0, it replies
to the query M0[i] with JM0[i]KΠ,G,τ . However, when b = 1, it replies with Jpatternproj(M0[i])KΠ,G,τ

where patternproj(M0[i]) denotes the projection of the pattern of M0 onto M0[i]. This pattern can be
determined at the ith step since expressions issued after M0[i] cannot change the pattern of M0[i] (for
example, from the legality definition B.3, it follows that no outermost encryption key in M0[i] can be
recoverable in any M0[j] for j > i). Thus, in the hybrid experiment, the challenger replies with the
evaluation of either the real expression M0 (if b = 0) or the evaluation of its pattern (if b = 1). Since, in
the original experiment, we restricted the patterns of M0 and M1 to be the same (modulo renaming of
keys), security in the hybrid experiment immediately implies security in the original experiment.
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B.6.1 Security in Expthybrid
Π,G

We now show how semantic security of Π and the security of the PRG implies security in the hybrid
experiment, provided the adversary’s queries satisfy the legality condition. This involves a more detailed
hybrid argument.

Before we can define the next level of hybrids, we need a technical definition for acyclic expressions. For
any expression M , let ⇛M denote the composition of the →M and⇒g relations. If M has no encryption
cycles (according to defn. B.3), it means that the relation ⇛M defines a partial order on the set of keys
in M . In particular, we can find a partial order on the set OutKeys(M) (the outermost encryption keys
of M) that is consistent with the ⇛M relation. We define a total order ≤M on the set OutKeys(M)
that obeys this partial order such that for any Ki,Kj ∈ OutKeys(M), if there’s no ordering constraint
between Ki and Kj (due to ⇛M ) we put them in the order of occurrence in a left-to-right scan of M ;
that is, if Ki appears as an encryption key before Kj then Ki ≤M Kj else Kj ≤M Ki. The syntactic
restrictions on the adversary’s queries ensure that the order ≤M0

can be built in a “prefix-first” fashion;
meaning, the order for (M0[1],M0[2]) can be constructed by first building the order for M0[1] and then
appending to it keys from M0[2]; the order for (M0[1],M0[2],M0[3]) can be constructed by taking the
order for (M0[1],M0[2]) and appending to it keys from M0[3]; and so on.

Suppose A is a legal adversary that has non-negligible advantage in winning in Expthybrid
Π,G . Let Keys

denote the set of all keys that are used in the expression M0 in any run of the adversary. (This includes
keys from Rand and pseudorandom keys both.) Let n denote the maximum size of Keys. Note that
Keys and n are random variables depending on the coins of A and B. Given A, we build an adversary
A′ and a distinguisher D′ such that either A′ has non-negligible advantage in breaking the semantic
security of Π or D′ has a non-negligible advantage in breaking the security of G. The intuition in this
construction is simple: the capability of A of winning in Expthybrid

Π,G must translate either into its capa-
bility of differentiating between the evaluation of EKj

(M ′) and that of EKj
(struct(M ′)) for some key

Kj ∈ OutKeys(M0) (and some M ′ that it encrypts in M0) OR its capability of differentiating between
the evaluation of some important key Kj ∈ ImpKeys(M0) that is pseudorandom from a purely random
bitstring. The construction of A′ exploits the former capability, while that of D′ uses the latter one.
Crucial to the construction of A′ is the fact that the total order ≤M0

can be constructed in a prefix-first
manner (as explained above). It works as follows:

Adversary A′LRΠ,b(η)
Initialize a key assignment vector τ of size 2n + 2.

Rand, Rand′ ← ∅.
Generate a random key assignment for K and K′; store as τ(K) and τ(K′) respectively.

Let m
$
← {1, · · · , n}, crossed ← false.

OutKeysseen ← (); φ← ∅

Run A(η). For each query M0[i], do:

Update Rand to include each fresh key Rl that appears first in M0[i].

Generate a key assignment τ(Rl)
$
← {0, 1}η for each such Rl.

Let NewKeys be the subset of Keys ∩OutKeys(M0[1..i]), which appear first in M0[i].

Append the keys in NewKeys to OutKeysseen in the order corresponding to ≤M0[1..i].

Let S ⊆ NewKeys be the set of keys that are among the first m− 1 keys in OutKeysseen.

Select a unique fresh symbol R′
l for each Kl ∈ S and add it to Rand′.

Let φ(Kl)← R′
l and τ(R′

l)
$
← {0, 1}η.

Modify M0[i] as follows:

For every key Kj′ that is among the first m− 1 keys in OutKeysseen,

Substitute every sub-expression EKj′
(M ′) with Eφ(Kj′ )

(struct(M ′))

Let Mnew be the thus-modified expression.

If |OutKeysseen| ≥ m

crossed ← true. Let Kj be the mth key in OutKeysseen.

If crossed , reply with Sample(Mnew, Kj , τ).

Else, reply with JMnewKΠ,G,τ .
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Output whatever A outputs.

Procedure Sample(Mnew,Kj , τ)
If Mnew ∈ Rand ∪ Rand′ ∪ {K′}, return τ(Mnew)

If Mnew is a pseudorandom key Gb(Ki), return Gb(Sample(Ki, Kj , τ))

If Mnew = (M1, M2), return Sample(M1, Kj , τ)‖Sample(M2, Kj , τ)

If Mnew = EK(M1):

Return Eτ(K)(Sample(M1, Kj , τ))

If Mnew = EKl
(M1), and Kl 6= Kj :

Return ESample(Kl,Kj ,τ)(Sample(M1, Kj , τ))

If Mnew = EKl
(M1), and Kl = Kj :

Return LR(Sample(M ′, Kj , τ),Sample(struct(M ′), Kj , τ))

In the construction of A′, note that neither the key Kj nor any key related to it can occur as a
message key in Mnew (any key that encrypts such a key must be among the first k − 1 keys in ≤M0

).
Note also that if Kj is pseudorandom, the reply given for any expression EKj

(M ′) is based on a purely
random key (as generated in the LR oracle) rather than the correct bitstring evaluation of Kj . But,
given the security of G, A cannot differentiate between these two evaluations. This is made explicit in
our construction of the distinguisher D′ below.

For the construction of the distinguisher D′, we need one additional notation. For any key Kl ∈ Keys,
let depth(Kl) denote the number of pseudorandom generator applications required to generate Kl from
a purely random key. For example, the depth of any key Rl ∈ Rand is 0 while that of G0(G1(Rl)) is
2. Let d̃ denote the maximum depth that any key in Keys can have. Clearly, d̃ must be polynomial in
the security parameter. Our distinguisher will consider only those keys in Keys that occur as important
keys in M0. Some of these keys may be recoverable in M0 while the rest will be the outermost encryption
keys. To argue that the evaluations of the former are indistinguishable from purely random keys, we
will need the fact that A cannot issue a recoverable key Kj ∈ RecKeys(M0) after having already issued
another recoverable key that is derived from it (this follows from our legality definition).

Distinguisher D′(k0‖k1)
Initialize a key assignment vector τ of size n + 2.

Rand, Rand′ ← ∅.
Generate a random key assignment for K and K′; store as τ(K) and τ(K′) respectively.

Let m
$
← {1, · · · , n}, d

$
← {1, 2, · · · , d̃}.

OutKeysseen ← (), RootKeysseen ← (); φ← ∅.

Let choice
$
← {out, rec}

Run A(η). Answer its queries based on the value of choice:

If choice equals out, do the following for every query M0[i]:

Update Rand to include each fresh key Rl that appears first in M0[i].

Generate a key assignment τ(Rl)
$
← {0, 1}η for each such Rl.

Let NewKeys be the subset of Keys ∩OutKeys(M0[1..i]), which appear first in M0[i]

Append the keys in NewKeys to OutKeysseen according to ≤M0[1..i].

Let S ⊆ NewKeys be the set of keys that are among the first m− 1 keys in OutKeysseen.

For each Kl ∈ S, generate a random key symbol R′
l and add it to Rand′.

Let φ(Kl)← R′
l and τ(R′

l)
$
← {0, 1}η.

Reply to M0[i] using E ,G and τ , with the following exceptions:

For any Kj′ among the first m− 1 keys in OutKeysseen, evaluate

every EKj′
(M ′) as Eτ(φ(Kj′ ))

(Jstruct(M ′)KΠ,G,τ ).

For the mth key, Kj , do the following:

If d > depth(Kj), output a random bit and halt.

Else, let Kj = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbd′ (Rl) · · · )).
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Let k ← Gb1(Gb2(· · · Gbd−1
(kbd

) · · · ))

Reply to every EKj
(M ′) as Ek(JM ′KΠ,G,τ )

If choice equals rec, do the following for every query M0[i]:

Update Rand to include each fresh key Rl that appears first in M0[i].

Generate a key assignment τ(Rl)
$
← {0, 1}η for each such Rl.

For each Kl ∈ OutKeys(M0[1..i]) that occurs for the first time in M0[i]:

Generate a fresh key symbol R′
l and add it to Rand′. Let φ(Kl)← R′

l, τ(R′
l)← {0, 1}η.

Let NewKeys be the subset of Roots(RecKeys(M0[1..i])), which appear first in M0[i]

Append the keys in NewKeys to RootKeysseen in the order of their occurrence in M0[i].

Let S ⊆ NewKeys be the set of keys that are among the first m− 1 keys in RootKeysseen.

For each Kl ∈ S, generate a fresh symbol R′
l; add it to Rand′. Let φ(Kl)← R′

l and τ(R′
l)

$
← {0, 1}η.

Reply to M0[i] using E ,G and τ , with the following exceptions:

For any Kl among the first m− 1 keys in RootKeysseen, evaluate every Kl as τ(φ(Kl))

and every key derived from Kl accordingly.

For the mth key, Kj , in RootKeysseen do the following:

If d > depth(Kj), output a random bit and halt.

Else, say Kj = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbd′ (Rl) · · · )).

Let k ← Gb1(Gb2(· · · Gbd−1
(kbd

) · · · ))

Evaluate every occurrence of Kj as k

Evaluate every key derived from Kj accordingly.

For any Kl′ ∈ OutKeys(M0[1..i]), evaluate every EKl′
(M ′) as Eτ(φ(Kl′ ))

(Jstruct(M ′)KΠ,G,τ

Output whatever A outputs.

We can now show that the advantages of A′ and D′ in winning in their respective games is related to
the advantage of A in Expthybrid

Π,G as follows:

Advind−cpa
Π (A′, η) + O(d̃)Advprg

G (D′, η) ≥
1

n
Advhybrid

Π,G (A, η)

C Proof of Theorem 3.3

Suppose Λ is a safe GKD protocol that is collusion-resistant in the Dolev-Yao model (satisfies defn. 2.4).
We will show that any non-adaptive multiple-corrupting adversary A in the security game for GKD
protocols can be used to build a legitimate adversary A for our soundness theorem (Thm. B.4) such

that Advadpt
Π,G (A, η) equals Advgkd

ΛΠ,G (A, η). Thus, if the latter is non-negligible for some A and some Λ

satisfying definition 2.4 (that is, Λ is Dolev-Yao secure but ΛΠ,G is not computationally secure) then the
former must also be non-negligible for A (and consequently, the soundness theorem breaks down). The
soundness of the single corruption definition (defn. 2.3) can be shown in a similar manner.

Let T be an upper bound on the running time of A and let Rand (the key space in the soundness
theorem) include symbols for all keys used in a T -step execution of Λ, plus some special random keys
R1, R2, · · · , RT . The construction of A from A involves simulating the corrupt, execute and challenge
queries of A using the queries that A is allowed to make. Specifically, every corrupt query corrupt(I)
of A is translated into a query (Keys[I],Keys[I]) of A; every execution query send(St) is mapped to
(Ciph(St),Ciph(St)); and every challenge query challenge(t) to (Kt, Rt). The replies are given to A
based on the replies that A itself receives from B (these replies are created using a random key assignment
to Rand and a random bit b). A outputs whatever A outputs. Observe that the simulation of the queries
of A is perfect in that the distribution of the replies given to A is exactly the same as given by the
challenger in the GKD game. Thus, Advadpt

Π (A, η) is exactly equal to Advgkd
Λ (A, η).

It remains to check that for any protocol Λ satisfying defn. 2.4 (a) A’s queries meet the syntactic
requirements in defn. B.3; and (b) the expressions M0 and M1 generated by A are always equivalent.
Condition (a) is satisfied because of the safety conditions that Λ satisfies. The condition on proper usage
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of keys is the same in defn. 3.1 as in the condition of defn. B.3. Acyclicity of expressions follows from
the acyclicity condition in defn. 3.1. The other constraints on the outermost encryption keys follow from
the key deployment condition in defn. 3.1 and the fact that the adversary is non-adaptive. Finally, the
ordering condition on recoverable keys is satisfied because (i) in safe protocols, no group is given as input
to the PRG; and (ii) there is a single corrupt query issued by A.

To verify condition (b), let us first denote the instants for which A issues challenge queries by
t1, · · · , tl ∈ {1, · · · , T}. Let K[t1, · · · , tl] be the sequence of group keys for these instants and let
R[t1, · · · , tl] = (Rt1 , · · · , Rtl

). Observe that the expressions generated by A are always of the form

M0 = (Keys[C(A)],Ciph(S̃T ),K[t1, · · · , tl])

M1 = (Keys[C(A)],Ciph(S̃T ),R[t1, · · · , tl])

where expressions after Keys[C(A)] can occur interleavingly. Since Λ satisfies defn. 2.4, we know that

none of the keys in K(t1, · · · , tl) are in Rec(Keys[C(A)],Ciph(S̃T )). This fact combined with the fact the
group key is neither used for encryption nor as a seed to the PRG implies that the patterns of M0 and
M1 are always equal.

D Proof of Theorem 5.2

The proof of this theorem essentially requires proving our soundness theorem (Thm. B.4) with some
modifications—on the one hand, some restrictions are placed on the sequences of ciphertexts generated
during the protocol (these correspond to the strongly stateless property) and on the other, the power of
the adversary is increased (corruptions can now be adaptive). We need to take into account both these
changes.

Let Λ be any strongly stateless protocol that is collusion-resistant (satisfies defn. 2.4) and let Π and
G be an ind-cpa secure encryption scheme and a secure PRG respectively. Let A be any adaptive
adversary in the GKD security game for ΛΠ,G that makes t send queries and a constant number of
challenge queries. Assume that the number of challenge queries made is exactly one (a generalization
to any constant, as will be evident, is trivial) and denote by t∗ the challenge instant selected by A. Our
goal is to show that the chances of A being able to distinguish kt∗ from a purely random key is negligible.

We first observe that defn 2.4 for safe GKD protocols implies the following condition on the patterns
of the ciphertexts generated during the protocol:

pattern(Ciph(S̃t),Keys[St∗ ],Kt∗) = pattern(Ciph(S̃t),Keys[St∗ ], Rt∗)

where Rt∗ is a random key symbol not used anywhere in Ciph(S̃t). Intuitively, this means that given the
keys of the receivers in St∗ (or any subset of it), the pattern of all ciphertexts transmitted during the
protocol “does not change” with the additional provision of the group key Kt∗ .

We now combine the above observation with the additional property of strongly safe protocols (that
encryption keys are not distributed during the protocol) to achieve the desired goal. Consider the follow-

ing artificial experiment, called Expthybrid

ΛΠ,G , played between A and a challenger B: the challenger chooses
a key assignment τ to the set Rand ∪ {K,K ′} (where Rand is the set of random keys potentially used
in a single run of the protocol of length t, and K and K ′ are as defined in the soundness theorem). It
also generates a random challenge bit b. Let M0 be the sequence of expressions corresponding to the
queries generated by A; specifically, M0 corresponds to some permutation of the expressions Keys[C(A)]

(keys of corrupted receivers), Ciph(S̃t) (all transmitted ciphertexts) and Kt∗ (the challenge group key).
The challenger responds to the adversary based on the bit b: if b = 0, its response corresponds to the
evaluation of M0, that is JM0KΠ,G,τ , while when b = 1, its response corresponds to the evaluation of an
expression M ′

0, JM ′
0KΠ,G,τ , where M ′

0 is formed by substituting, every ciphertext EKl
(M ′) in Ciph(St∗)

such that Kl cannot be procured from Keys[St∗ ] (that is, is not contained in Rec(Keys[St∗ ],Ciph(St∗))),
with EKl

(structM ′)). The reply for b = 1 essentially corresponds roughly to the evaluation of the
pattern or Ciph(St∗) “given” all keys in Keys[St∗ ] (which, in particular, includes all keys known to the
adversary). For the challenge query, A is given a purely random key. It is not hard to see (based on the
above observation) that a non-negligible advantage of guessing b correctly in this experiment immediately
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translates into non-negligible advantage in the real security experiment for GKD protocols.

Security in Expthybrid

ΛΠ,G . We will now show how security of Π and G and the strongly stateless

property of Λ implies security in Expthybrid

ΛΠ,G . Namely, we show that a successful A in Expthybrid

ΛΠ,G for
any strongly stateless Λ can be used to construct an attacker A′ for Π and a distinguisher D′ for G
such that either A′ or D′ is successful in its purported task. This essentially requires simulating the
replies given to A (by B) inside both A′ and D′. The correct simulation is achieved by “guessing” the
challenge instant t∗ that A uses and generating replies for Ciph(St∗) accordingly. (This is the reason why
our technique extends to handle a constant, or even logarithmically many, challenge instants but doesn’t
allow polynomially many challenges.) Following are the descriptions of A′ and D′. Here, we denote the
(random variable corresponding to the) maximum number of keys used as encryption keys during any
execution of A for t steps by n. The maximum number of keys used as encryption keys at instant t∗

during any such execution is denoted n. Everywhere below, we treat ciphertexts transmitted at any
instant t, that is the ciphertexts in the set Ciph(St′), as a sequence created using some fixed ordering.

Adversary A′LRΠ,b(η)
Initialize a key assignment vector τ of size n + 2.

Rand← ∅, EncKeysseen ← ()

Generate a random key assignment for K and K′; store as τ(K) and τ(K′) respectively.

Add each purely random key Rl occuring in Keys to Rand and generate a key assignment τ(Rl) for it.

t∗g
$
← {1, · · · , t} (t∗g is a guess for t∗)

m
$
← {1, · · · , n}, m

$
← {1, · · · , n}.

Run A, answering its queries as follows:

For a query send(St′) (t′ 6= t∗g):

Append all encryption keys that appear first in Ciph(St′) (that is, not seen before time t′)

to EncKeysseen in the order of their occurrence in Ciph(St′).

Add each purely random key Rl that appears first in Ciph(St′) to Rand;

Generate a bitstring assignment τ(Rl) for it.

If |EncKeysseen| ≥ m, let Kj be the mth key in EncKeysseen.

If Kj is used as a message key in Ciph(St′), output a random bit; halt.

Else, evaluate every sub-expression EKj
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as LRΠ,b(m

′, m′) where m′ = JM ′KΠ,G,τ .

Evaluate every sub-expression EKj′
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) (j′ 6= j) as JEKj′

(M ′)KΠ,G,τ

For a query send(St′) (t′ = t∗g):

Append all encryption keys that appear first in Ciph(St′) to EncKeysseen

in the order of their occurrence in Ciph(St′).

Compute the order ≤ := ≤Ciph (where Ciph ⊆ Ciph(St′) is such that

for every EKi′
(M ′) ∈ Ciph, Ki′ /∈ Rec(Keys[St′ ], Ciph(St′)))

If the mth key in Keysseen is not the same as the mth key in ≤,

Output a random bit and halt.

Else:

Let Kj be the mth key in Keysseen.

Evaluate every sub-expression EKj
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as LRΠ,b(m

′, m′
struct)

(where m′ and m′
struct are samples from JM ′KΠ,G,τ and Jstruct(M ′)KΠ,G,τ ).

Add each purely random key Rl that appears first in Ciph(St′) to Rand;

Generate a random key assignment τ(Rl) for it.

For the first m− 1 keys Kl′ in ≤,

Evaluate every EKl′
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as JEKl′

(structM ′))KΠ,G,τ

For the rest of the keys in ≤, evaluate every EKl′
(M ′) in Ciph(St∗g

) as JEKl′
(M ′)KΠ,G,τ

For a query corrupt(I), if Kj′ ⇒g Kj for some Kj′ ∈ Keys[I], output a random bit. Halt.

For the challenge query challenge(t∗):

If t∗ 6= t∗g, output a random bit. Halt.

Else, generate a random key from {0, 1}η and reply with it.

Output whatever A outputs.
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Notice that, if Λ is collusion-resistant and safe then no encryption key Ki′ in Ciph(St∗) that cannot
be procured given the keys of receivers outside St∗ (the set Keys[St∗ ]) at the instant t∗ cannot also be
procured at a later instant. (Crucial here is the fact that Ki′ cannot be used as a message key later on
nor can any key that derives Ki′ .) Note also that if the mth encryption key Kj in the set Ciph above is
pseudorandom then the reply for any EKj

(M ′) given to A is based on a purely random bitstring (selected
by the LR oracle) for Kj rather than using the correct evaluation. But such a reply is indistinguishable
from the correct reply, as made explicit by our distinguisher (as in the proof of the soundness theorem,
we assume an upper bound on the “depth” of pseudorandom keys, denoted d̃):

Distinguisher D′(k0‖k1)
Initialize a key assignment vector τ of size n + n + 2

Rand← ∅, EncKeysseen ← ().

Generate a random key assignment for K and K′; store as τ(K) and τ(K′) respectively.

Add each purely random key Rl in Keys to Rand and generate a key assignment τ(Rl) for it.

t∗g
$
← {1, · · · , t} (t∗g is a guess for t∗)

m
$
← {1, · · · , n}; m

$
← {1, · · · , n}; d

$
← {1, · · · , d̃}; c

$
← {0, 1}.

Run A, answering its queries as follows:

For a query send(St′) (t′ 6= t∗g):

Append all encryption keys that appear first in Ciph(St′)

to EncKeysseen in the order of their occurrence in Ciph(St′).

Add each purely random key Rl that appears first in Ciph(St′) to Rand;

Generate a bitstring assignment τ(Rl) for it.

If |EncKeysseen| ≥ m, let Kj be the mth key in EncKeysseen.

If Kj is used as a message key in Ciph(St′), output a random bit; halt.

If d > depth(Kj), output a random bit and halt.

Else, let Kj = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbd′ (Rl) · · · )).

Let k ← Gb1(Gb2(· · · Gbd−1
(kbd

) · · · ))

Reply to every EKj
(M ′) as Ek(JM ′KΠ,G,τ )

Evaluate every sub-expression EKj′
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) (j′ 6= j) as JEKj′

(M ′)KΠ,G,τ

For a query send(St′) (t′ = t∗g):

Append all encryption keys that appear first in Ciph(St′) to EncKeysseen

in the order of their occurrence in Ciph(St′).

Compute the order ≤ := ≤Ciph (where Ciph ⊆ Ciph(St′) is such that

for every EKi′
(M ′) ∈ Ciph, Ki′ /∈ Rec(Keys[St′ ], Ciph(St′)))

If the mth key in Keysseen is not the same as the mth key in ≤,

Output a random bit and halt.

Else:

If d > depth(Kj), output a random bit and halt.

Else, let Kj = Gb1(Gb2(· · ·Gbd′ (Rl) · · · )).

Let k ← Gb1(Gb2(· · · Gbd−1
(kbd

) · · · ))

If c = 0, evaluate every sub-expression EKj
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as Ek(JM ′KΠ,G,τ ).

If c = 1, evaluate every sub-expression EKj
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as Ek(JstructM ′KΠ,G,τ ).

For the first m− 1 keys Kl′ in ≤,

Evaluate every EKl′
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as JEKl′

(struct(M ′))KΠ,G,τ

For the rest of the keys in ≤, evaluate every EKi′
(M ′) in Ciph(St′) as JEKl′

(M ′)KΠ,G,τ

For a query corrupt(I), if Kj′ ⇒g Kj for some Kj′ ∈ Keys[I], output a random bit. Halt.

For the challenge query challenge(t∗):

If t∗ 6= t∗g, output a random bit. Halt.

Else, generate a random key and reply with it.

Output whatever A outputs.

Like in the soundness theorem, we can show the following relation between the advantages of the adver-
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saries:

Advind−cpa
Π (A′, η) + O(d̃)Advprg

G (D′, η) ≥
1

n · n · t
Advgkd

ΛΠ,G (A, η)
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